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About This Game

A fast red airplane is your transport as you fly at high speed through a landscape of mountains and suburbs, the ocean, a ranch
and more. Don your Oculus Rift headset and pilot the plane with an Oculus Touch controller (designed to be played sitting
down!) avoiding all obstacles and collecting fuel tokens to fly as far as you can. We wish you good flying and an exciting

journey!

* Thrilling endless-flyer gameplay
* Colorful, low-poly graphics

* Play with Oculus Touch
* Exciting in-game music

* Make it to the top of the Steam global Leaderboard
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Played the demo and it's a nice dodge and shoot at your enemies game. I can see the value in purchasing this game to play by
yourself or with a friend. However, I also see the game (potentially) getting a bit stale if you are mostly maxed out on the
upgrades. But without the upgrades, the game will probably be too hard to complete. The levels do get harder with new enemies,
but if you plan your upgrades according to how you play and how you want to play, you'll be okay.

The graphics of the game are very pretty for a 2D game and not tremedously difficult to see what is going on. IE: no color
confusion as the enemies are brightly colored. One thing that does meld is the ammo crate where you get the lazer gun. That can
be easy to miss if you are focused on shooting things as the crate is gray like the ground. Also, not too sure how you get between
the freezing grenade vs the stimulus, not sure how one gets provoked vs the other.

Overall, still a fun game to enjoy.. Good Soundtrack, overall easy to understand, and rewarding.. Anyone struggling with
pornography should avoid this game entirely. AHEGAL pretty much goes against Matthew 5:28 and promotes lusting after (and
using) women. As a Christian, I cannot recommend this game to fellow believers.. Not as good as the first one (The 7th Guest),
but I have to say, for the nostalgia and cheap price, I have this in my library...

For those who grew up with it, it is probably an easy purchase, but for those new to the series, maybe not.

Like backing up an old friend on the playground, I am going to vote for this one, but only on the cheap for those who simply
want to experience early FMV Cheese ;)

It was an experience then and is surely an experience now!

Please follow my Pixel Art Curation for other great games.... My childhood.. this and IAF. I've tried three times to play through
this, only making it to the end on my final attempt. This game is poorly written and very buggy. Half the equipment does not
load textures properly, so expect to be clad in nasty blue if you want the best equipment. The ending was so bugged that I read
several articles and watch multiple YouTube videos on how to get it to complete, and I still couldn't finish. I could beat the final
boss, but the game would always crash before it would save my victory. This game is just awful. It captures none of the magic of
Dungeons and Dragons. Stay away. Free is too much to pay for this game. You'll never get the life you waste on it back.. All
good, everything works great!. I have been looking for this game for so time. Im happy to say I got it now. its a very good game
that needs to be played by many. I recommend this game for all.
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My favorite airplane of all time so i had to have it. No problems at all with download, flying is nice and smooth. I have to admit
my favorite part is the sound when flying overhead. They did a good job with this ,Would recommend.. Atmospheric game with
excellent setting. Good graphics and soundtrack. But a lot of bugs and poor optimization. I'm waiting for corrections!. Well....
this is a tricky one. The game is beautiful... controls decent. Good audio and excelent models.

However... it seems that you can't get past the first 10 minutes of the game. (Fuel explosion)

There is talk from other players that this is just an old demo, and it feels like it.

All voice audio is in Russian (I think)... so you'll rely on the subtitles system unless your Russian is up to par.

The price for 10 minutes of play is WAY WRONG.

Until something changes... I can't recommend it.. Once committed to an attack, fly in at full speed. After scoring crippling or
disabling hits, I would clear myself and then repeat the process. I never pursued the enemy once they had eluded me. Better to
break off and set up again for a new assault. I always began my attacks from full strength, if possible, my ideal flying height
being 22,000 ft because at that altitude I could best utilize the performance of my aircraft. Combat flying is based on the
slashing attack and rough maneuvering.. I wish Steam had a "meh" button.

Pros:
The price is right. (I bought this for $2 at the time of purchase)
Decent artwork.
Decent music.
Games play really fast.

Cons:
No options of any kind. Including full screen or resolution, which does not help the art.
The sound effects are terrible.
The saving appears to be broken.
The game is more of a board game than an rpg.

In the end, a very middle of the road project. I was glad I got it on sale.
5\/10
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